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KEY TERMS TRAFFIC LIGHTS 
Use coloured pencils or highlighters. Colour the boxes below based on how well you know the key term. 
  

 Green = you know it and could explain it to someone else 

 Yellow = you think you know it, but you’re not 100% confident  

 Red = you don’t know it  

Term Before we begin End of unit 
 

End of course  

Altruism     

Bystanderism     

Compliance     

Confabulation     

Confirmation bias    

Diffusion of 
responsibility  

   

Empathy     

Information 
processing 

   

Informational social 
influence  

   

Leading questions    

Misinformation 
effect 

   

Population density     

Prosocial behaviour     

Rationalization     

Reconstructive 
memory 

   

Schema    

Schema theory     

Schematic 
processing 

   

Use this space to create a key if you’re using different colours.  
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Lesson a. Schema Theory: An Introduction 

Key Q’s 
By the end of this 
lesson you should be 
able to answer these 
questions… 

 What is a schema? 

 How might social schema save our cognitive energy? 

 How can concepts related to schema be applied to written 

communication? 

 

 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

Critical Thinking Extension: Schema Applications 

Can you think of ways this textbook uses ideas from schema 

theory?  

 

Reflect: Goal Setting  

What are two measurable and observable things you’re going to do 

in this unit to become a better psychologist? 

1.            

2.            

 How does our mind organize information?

GQ: How might social schema save our cognitive energy? 

This code (link) will take you 
to a blog post that 
summarizes schema theory. 
This will be helpful for exam 
revision. 
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Schema Theory Notes 

Use this space to keep notes on important aspects of schema theory that you’ll learn over 

the next few lessons. By the end of this topic this table should be complete. 

What is a schema? (Definition) 
            
            

             
What are some different types of schema? 

 
 
 
What are some characteristics and functions of schema? 
            
            
            
            
            

             
How can schema influence our cognition and/or behaviour? (Applications) 
            
            
            
            
            
            
             

 
What studies support aspects of schema theory? (Evidence) 
            
            
            
            
            
            

             
Are there limitations to schema theory and/or the studies? 
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Lesson b. Schematic Processing 

Key Q’s 
By the end of this 
lesson you should be 
able to answer these 
questions… 

 What is schematic processing? 

 What were the methods and results of Cohen’s (1981) 

waitress/librarian study? 

 How might schematic processing reinforce stereotypes? 

 What are some other ways schematic processing might affect 

memory? 

 

Definitions: 

 Stereotype:      

        

         

o Example      

       

        

 Schematic processing:     

            

             

o Example:         

           

            

You might be able to answer this question in only one sentence. 

            

            

            

            

             

Add Evidence 

How can the above explanation be supported by a study? (Cohen 1981). 

          

          

          

          

           

GQ: How might schematic processing reinforce stereotypes? 

Stereotypes you have about groups of 
people can influence your thinking 
about people who belong to those 
groups. 

 This code (link) will 
take you to a blog 
post that gives a 
schema theory 
explanation of why 
stereotypes form. 
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Lesson c. Confirmation Bias 

Key Q’s 
By the end of this 
lesson you should be 
able to answer these 
questions… 

 What is confirmation bias? 

 How does Stone et al.’s (2010) basketball player study 

demonstrate the effects of confirmation bias? 

 How do Stone et al.’s and Cohen’s studies support schema 

theory? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

            

            

            

            

             

Critical Thinking Extension: Evaluating Schema Theory 

Add notes to your table on page 4. Can you think of any limitations of schema theory and/or 

the supporting studies? 

 

GQ: How does Stone et al.’s (2010) basketball player study demonstrate the 

effects of conformation bias? 

 Our interpretation of someone's abilities 
as a basketball player could be influenced 
by our racial stereotypes. This could be 
explained by the concept of confirmation 
bias. 

Key Study Notes: Stone et al. (2010) 

Stereotypes and Confirmation Bias 

Write notes of the methodology and results in this space. 
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Lesson d. Information Processing and Comprehension 

Key Q’s 
By the end of this 
lesson you should be 
able to answer these 
questions… 

 What were the methods and results of Bransford and Johnson’s (1972) 

study on schema activation? 

 How might schematic processing influence comprehension of new 

information? 

 Can you apply what you’ve learned about schema theory to help you 

write better exam answers? 

 

Spot the Mistakes 

There are ten mistakes in the passage below. How many can you find? Cross out any 

obvious errors and write the correct information in its place. 

Schema theory’s central claim is that our knowledge of the world is organized and categorized, 

which can influence our cognition and behaviour. Bartlett came up with the idea of schema.  

A schema is a cluster of knowledge or memory that is stored in the brain. They’re also called 

“biological frameworks” as they are a system for categorizing and organizing information and 

memory. 

Along with the existence of schema, another central claim of schema theory is that their function 

is to help us make sense of the complex world of information that we live in. They also enable us 

to make generalizations about situations, people and places. Stereotypes are an example of a 

script schema and how we can generalize about groups of people to save our physical energy. 

One way schemas can influence cognition is that they can affect our ability to comprehend new 

information. When we’re exposed to new information we relate it to our existing knowledge (our 

schemas) and this can reduce our comprehension of that information (as seen in Bransford and 

Johnson’s study). 

This process of relating new information to existing schema can also influence our processing of 

new information and can lead to stereotypes. If we have an existing stereotype (social schema) 

about a group of people, we use this schema when we’re processing new information and we 

might tend to focus only on details that are consistent with our schema, since this is cognitively 

easier. This means that we might focus on and remember details of someone that are 

inconsistent with our existing stereotype, which is how stereotypes might be eliminated. This is 

seen in Stone et al.’s study using the waitress/librarian paradigm. 
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Critical Thinking Extension: Applications 

Can you think of ways you can use your new understanding of 

schema? How might it help you communicate better, especially in 

your writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

GQ: How might schematic processing influence comprehension of new 

information? 

 You can use this code (link) 
to check your answers to 
the "Spot the Mistakes" 
activity as it has a detail 
summary of schema theory. 

Before you move on, can you do these things? 

 Define “schema.”  

 Summarize at least two claims of schema theory. 

 Explain how schema can influence our thinking and 

our behaviour.  

 Explain how claims of schema theory can be shown 

in studies. 
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